Abstract. Using the theory developed by England and Green [1] for thermoelastic problems for initially stressed bodies and a certain class of potential functions, a group of punch and crack problems are solved. The requirement for solution is that the boundary data be expressible as a trignometric series with the coefficient of each term of the series a function of radial distance from the center of the punch or crack. The solutions are obtained by inversion of Abel's integral equation.
where (x, y, z) represent the deformed coordinates, v{ are the displacements corresponding to the finite homogeneous deformation and w{ are the infinitesimal deformations superimposed upon Vi. These are denoted by w, = u, w2 = v, and w3 = w. Similarly the stress tensor is r" + where er"' is the stress corresponding to v{ . The temperature is T + el", where <=1" represents the additional small temperature distribution superimposed upon T. The displacement solutions to the equations of equilibrium in terms of three stress functions are as follows: where c,-,-(?, j = 1, 2, 3), I, m, va (a = 1, 2), rl,r3,k1, lc2, and w3 are all constants defined in reference one and which depend upon the three invariants of strain and upon temperature. The three unknown functions must satisfy the following equations:
Tx dz dz v* -il + il.
Here cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) are used with the z-axis corresponding to the axis of the cylindrical coordinate system (r, 9, z) mentioned earlier. In the sequel the representation for stresses and displacements as given by (1.2) to (1.4) will be used in conjunction with appropriate boundary conditions for the determination of the functions xi, X2, and x-As a final development for this section, certain solutions to Laplace's equation will be given.
Consider the following boundary value problems defined for a half-space 0 < z < <»: = 1n(?) cos (nd + fS") 2 = 0 (0 < r < a) --=0, 2 = 0 (a < r < oo) (1.5) oz VV = 0 (0 < 2 < 00)
= g"(r) COS (710 + /3"), (0 < r < a) «\2 12 (r, 0, 0) = 0, (a < r < °o) (1.6)
where a is the radius of a disk on the half-space, 0 < z < °°, and (r, 6, z) is a cylindrical coordinate system whose center is at the center of the circle and the 2-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the circle. For convenience two functions of r and z only are defined as follows:
where V2 is the axially symmetric part of the Laplace operator, V2. Then, if
are representations for the functions, and di^/dz, the respective functions and their normal derivatives defined on the plane, 2 = 0, are given as follows [4] :
where hn(t) = kjt) = 0 for a < t < <». These representations were used by the author to solve certain punch and crack problems for isotropic bodies [5] . The form of equations (1.8) represent special cases of the more general functions given by Noble [6] and Copson [7] . The values for these functions within the half-space, 0 < z < <», are as follows:
*l(r, 2) = 2'/2r^r|w)1/2)r" fo t2nhnml(t, r, 2) dt Higher normal derivatives on the disk may be computed, if they exist.
Having these solutions to two classes of problems in potential theory, one can now solve the problems discussed earlier. It will be shown that by appropriate use of the functions ft1 and <i>2 the problems described earlier may be solved by elementary analysis, requiring only the inversion of Abel type integral equations characterized by (1.9) and (1.10).
2. Solution for punch problems. In this section we consider the problem of a circular, rigid punch indenting a pre-stressed elastic half-space. The face of the punch may be nonsymmetrical and lightly heated with an arbitrary temperature distribution. Complete contact between the face of the punch and the elastic half-space is assumed. In the previous notation, the boundary conditions are: w = gn(r) cos (nd + /3"), 2 = 0, (0 < r < a) t'33 = 0, 2 = 0, (a < r < co) (2.1) t'13 = t'23 = 0, z = 0, (0 < r < oo)
T' = jn(r) cos (nO + /3"), 2 = 0, (0 < r < a)
It is understood that by this formulation of displacement and temperature distribution, very general combinations of distribution may be obtained by using superposition solutions. Boundary conditions (2.1) are satisfied if
where d2x/dz2 = T' has been used. To satisfy (2.3) to (2.5), we now put
and choose a and /3 so that (2.3) and (2.4) are satisfied identically in x-This is the case if a and p are defined as solutions to the following pair of equations:
(
The remaining boundary conditions reduce to the following: ki k2 (2.7)
To solve this set of equations dx/dz must be determined on the plane, 2 = 0. Considering the second of equations (1.5), boundary conditions (2.2) and equations (1.8), we see that a suitable integral for T' that satisfies the second condition of equation ( 
Hence, the determination of $ and x is completed and the punch problem is solved. The next section will consider an analogous problem for a penny-shaped crack.
Solution for crack problems.
In this section we consider the problem of a pennyshaped crack being opened in an infinite pre-stressed elastic medium. The crack is opened by a small prescribed normal pressure, and in addition, the faces of the crack are heated by a small nonsymmetrical temperature distribution. The work in this section will directly relate to that of section 7 in England and Green. The boundary conditions are written as follows: 
= gn(r) cos (nd + /3"), 2 = 0, (0 < r < a). Alternatively, the temperature may be expressed in the following way: The computation of x» requires that (3.12) be integrated twice with respect to z. Using the same argument as before, the arbitrary constants arising from the integration may be set equal to zero. One integration gives the following result for dxn/dz: • j" rU2kl(t){£fm 2Fi[-m, -n -m -J; n + 1; r2/t2}. The values obtained for $n and x» complete the solution to the crack problem posed by boundary conditions (3.1) and (3.2).
Examples.
To illustrate the theory developed in the earlier sections and to describe some of the requirements that must be imposed when solving a nonsymmetrical punch or crack problem, we first consider the following punch problem: The problem is solved except for restrictions which must be placed on the constants K, e, and 5. They must be so chosen that the face of the disk makes complete contact with the half-space on the disk, z = 0, (0 < r < a).
If the contact is incomplete, then use of the results given in part two of this paper is not valid. A relation between the three constants must be found so that the condition t'33 < 0 (4.8)
is always met. From equations (1.9), the third of (1. Hence, if (4.11) is satisfied then there will certainly be complete contact between die and half space.
The physical restriction to be satisfied for a crack problem is that the two sides of the crack do not overlap when the crack is simultaneously heated and stressed. A problem similar to the preceding will illustrate the method of solution. The boundary conditions are as follows: Using the results of certain Hankel transforms and the theory developed by England and Green, one can obtain solutions to nonsymmetrical punch and crack problems with nonsymmetrical temperature distributions for initially stressed elastic bodies. The solutions will involve finite elementary integrals and may be obtained by inversion of Abel's integral equation.
Further nonsymmetrical problems that can be worked by the same methods are steady state thermoelastic problems for transversely isotropic and anisotropic materials. The analysis for both punch and crack problems will proceed in exactly the same way as described in this paper.
